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ABSTRACT

these points, provides several useful insights. On one hand, it has
high practical importance since it provides the first and last contact
opportunity; pages could be shaped to leverage their function as
an entry point (e.g., by prioritizing improvements of navigational
guidance for these pages to retain visitors), or as an exit point
(e.g., by surveying visitors for their user experience before leaving,
or by providing increased incentives to continue navigation). On
the other hand, knowledge about entry, relay and exit points is
also closely tied to the relation of the major information seeking
strategies, i.e., search and navigation: the first page visited in a
session on a website is frequently reached via search engine results,
after a query formulation, while navigation has been often used
when the exact information need cannot be easily expressed in
words [13, 14]. Understanding under which circumstances search
or navigation dominate the users’ information seeking behavior
can help in developing an agenda for improving the web content
in order to optimize visitor rates and retention.

As one of the richest sources of encyclopedic information on the
Web, Wikipedia offers large-scale article access data that allows
us to compare articles with respect to the two main paradigms
of information seeking, i.e., search by formulating a query, and
navigation by following hyperlinks. Using such data from the English Wikipedia, we study access behavior by employing two main
metrics, namely (i) searchshare – the relative amount of views an
article received by search –, and (ii) resistance – the ability of an
article to relay traffic to other Wikipedia articles – to characterize articles. We demonstrate how articles in distinct topical categories differ substantially in terms of these properties. For example,
architecture-related articles are often accessed through search and
are simultaneously a “dead end” for traffic, whereas historical articles about military events are mainly navigated. We further link
traffic differences to varying network, content, and editing activity
features. Lastly, we measure the impact of the article properties by
modeling access behavior on articles with a gradient boosting approach and explore explicit importance of individual features. Our
results constitute a step towards understanding human information
seeking behavior, and may contribute to identify focal points for
future improvements of Wikipedia and similar systems.

Scope and research questions. Information consumption on the
Web has been of special interest to researchers since the Web’s
earliest days [18, 19]. While both search [28, 40, 43] and navigation [10, 15, 20–22] have been investigated thoroughly in related
work, they were mostly looked at separately. Consequently, so
far little is known about which parts and content types of a specific website (inter)act in which structural roles, begetting different
information access patterns.
In this work, we analyze how these patterns manifest on the
online encyclopedia Wikipedia. With more than 5 million articles,
Wikipedia is one of the primary information sources for many Web
users and through its openly available pageview data provides an
essential use case for studying information seeking behavior, as
made apparent by numerous studies [9, 21, 31]. Yet, there is a lack
of understanding how search and navigation as the two major information access forms in combination shape the traffic of large-scale
hypertext environments, such as the world’s largest online encyclopedia. To this end, we are interested in answering the following
research questions: (i) How do search and navigation interplay to
shape the article traffic on Wikipedia? Given an article, we want
to know how its acting as a search entry point is related to (not)
relaying navigation traffic into Wikipedia, and vice versa. This also
addresses the issue of how search and navigation contribute to the
article’s popularity. Beyond these characteristics of the system in
general, we also examine which specific properties of articles influence their roles in the search-vs-navigation ecosystem. We hence
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INTRODUCTION

Before the age of the World Wide Web [1], information was predominantly consumed in a linear way, e.g., starting at the first page
of a book and following the laid out narrative until the end. With
the introduction of hypertext [29] in digital environments, the way
people consume information changed dramatically [6, 24, 25, 27].
While on early websites, users still predominantly visited a main
page through a fixed address and were sometimes even bounded
by a more directory-like navigation structure, the rise of search engines and tighter interlinking of websites have corroded the linear
consumption paradigm even further. Today, users access a single
website through a multitude of webpages as entry points and can
usually choose from numerous paths through the available linked
content at any time. In such a setting, understanding at which
(kind of) pages users typically begin and end their journey on a
given website, vs. which pages relay traffic internally from and to
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